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06 - Vision – Destiny 2016 

 

Session 06 

 
Sons of Issachar  
1 Chron 12:32 Of the sons of Issachar, men who understood the times, with 
knowledge of what Israel should do  

 Our destiny & ministry calling is to be forerunners  
1 Chron 7:5 Their relatives among all the families of Issachar were mighty men of 
valour  
 

 
 
As a ministry we have received 2 fiery scrolls  

 A scroll for the billion fold harvest from Bob Jones as one of the cloud of 
witnesses  

 A scroll for the Joshua Generation from Jesus  
We have accepted responsibility for fulfilling our part in God’s plan  
 
Last time the focus was on what God has said about the Fiery Scroll for the Joshua 
Generation  
God’s heart is for those lost in the wilderness to cross into their promised 
supernatural inheritance  
To engage heaven beyond the veil to take their places of responsibility as sons  
 
Focus on what God has said about the Fiery Scroll for the harvest  
How we can prepare to be a storehouse for the harvest  
How we will prepare to be ready equip that harvest for their inheritance and destiny  
 
Bob Jones gave a prophetic word in 1983 sharing three signs that would take place 
before the arrival of a Billion-Soul Harvest.  

1. That in America a “morning-after pill” would be invented,  
2. That America would legalize same-sex marriage (which was unthinkable at the 

time),  
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3. That a watch would be invented that the labourers working in the rice paddies 
in China could wear and listen to worship music.  

 
John 3:16 God so loved the world that He gave us His Son  
He came as the light of the world  
He calls us to freely give away to the world what we have freely received from Him 
and be the light to the world.  

 What would it be like to be moved by that dimension of love?  
 
Gen 1:28 God blessed them; and God said to them, “Be fruitful and multiply, and fill 
the earth, and subdue it; and rule…  
Eph 2:10 For we are His workmanship, created in Christ Jesus for good works, which 
God prepared beforehand so that we would walk in them.  
We have a mandate from God authorising us and a blueprint guiding us how we 
should fulfil these truths  
 
We have been given responsibility to be fruitful to multiply, filling the creation with 
glory to subdue and establish His rule.  
He has seated us with Him in the heavenly realms and made all the spiritual 
blessings available to us in the heavenly realms.  
 
That is why He has called us to enter within the veil and take our positions of 
heavenly authority.  
That is why He is calling us to be the Joshua Generation to possess our eternal 
destiny and inheritance.  
 

 God’s desire is that we are moved and motivated by His love  
We will then be an expression and a demonstration of the Father's heart of love to a 
lost, hurting and separated world.  
God has entrusted His creation to us and He is entrusting creation’s restoration to us, 
His children  
 
God called Joshua out of the wilderness He called Joseph out of a prison.  
God is calling you to embrace your position as a son of God and to prepare for the 
harvest.  
Joseph prepared storehouses to be ready for the harvest God is calling us to do the 
same thing.  
 

 Will we answer God’s call?  

 Will we be moved by His love for the world?  

 Will we be willing to pay the cost to prepare for that harvest?  
 
I desire a bride for My son and I am sending out the Hunter angels to begin to gather 
in the harvest.  
 Son, preparing the storehouses is the primary and most vital function of 

this season.  
 

 Prepare the storehouses to receive the harvest.  

 Call forth the mandates to build and establish the blueprints of the new order 
embassies of heaven on earth.  
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 Call forth the blueprints for the new order Ekklesia and storehouse for area 
and regional embassies  

 My people must build the storehouses for the coming harvest.  
 
The blueprints are ready but where are those who will say here am I send me?  
God is beginning to move in our hearts in new ways as we respond to His heart  
 
Last year God moved to engage me in some very practical things, changed the 
desires of my heart: 
Desire for a watch  
The desire to grow, cultivate and build  
Desire to restore and build - bathroom  
Desire to make and create – railway layout  
 
God has called us to prepare for the coming harvest we have a mandate  
We have been seeking Him to receive the blueprint to do that  
We will need to bring change and transformation into how the Ekklesia (people 
gathered around a heavenly blueprint) will gather here  
We need to become a place of Exchange  
 
Vision of the train heading for destruction  

 First class carriage where everyone was being served  

 Second class carriage with a self-service buffet car  

 Third class carriage tatty dirty no food  

 Freight no seats with people hiding out  

 Jesus was on a platform with a white flag waving down the train  

 Jesus walked up an down the platform offering the flag to the occupants  

 Most seemed too busy to notice  

 Some got off took the flag and were given a new ticket  
 
2013 Vision of railway system and track being restored throughout our area  
Stations were renewed and new stations built  
Inspired the blueprint of the equipping track how we can equip for destiny  
How to prepare the Joshua generation to equip the harvest  
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In January God asked me legislate every evening before I go to bed  
What is legislation?  

 The process of making or enacting laws  
What is it to legislate?  

 To use the authority of the laws to provide, create, prepare or rule  
 
I started to receive and make legislation  

 Legislate about removing restrictions  

 Legislate about removing religious bondage  

 Legislation for our hearts to be prepared to feel God’s heart  
 
The stations and track must be established. If you build it they will come.  
You must encourage and release others for their tasks in the establishment of these 
foundations.  
Make ready the way for families to become clans and clans to become tribes.  
 
Son you are authorised and mandated  

 to legislate into the restrictions on the church  

 I challenge you to remove the restrictions and limitations  

 It is time to clear away the obstacles to remove the shadows and step into the 
light.  

 The mists around the closed and clouded minds must be dissipated.  

 The hindrances and entanglements must be removed so the limitations of 
minds that are stuck in what has been can become free to embrace what can 
be so it can become what will be.  

 The veils must be removed and restrictions lifted to embrace the limitless 
potential of My reality.  

 The way, truth and life are to be experienced not conceptualised and 
contained.  

 The limits of what is possible must be removed for My purpose to be achieved.  

 You must begin to entertain limitless grace and mercy to be able to grasp what 
is true reality beyond all expectations.  

 Call for the legislation of justice where Lion and Eagle will roar and soar.  

 New dimensions of everything can be yours if you are willing to let go of the 
old and embrace the challenge of the new.  
 

My legislative response  

 I call for the removal of the limits to unveil the beyond, the limitless potential 
possibilities of eternal reality.  

 I call for freedom from the religious restrictions that are creating limitations.  

 I call for justice against all the fear based entanglements that are hindering us 
being a place of exchange.  

 I call the heavenly hosts to be witnesses for justice that all mind-sets of 
limitation will be exposed and removed from benches of 3, 7, 12, and all 
mountain benches.  

 I call for the courage and boldness to possess the unknown to be instilled into 
all of our hearts and minds  

 I call for all selfishness to be exposed and surrendered.  

 I call for hearts, minds and wills to be filled with compassion, zeal and passion.  

 I call for all confusion to be removed from our hearts and minds.  
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 I call the exchange to be commissioned and the departure lounge to be 
opened.  

 I call for all obstacles to be removed from those who will be drawn to the light.  

 I call for the mountains to be made low and the valleys lifted up, the rough 
places smooth and the crooked paths made straight.  

 I call for the opening and administration of the everlasting doors and the 
spiritual atmosphere over us to be cleansed.  

 I call for the angelic armies of heaven to be released with fire into the 
atmosphere over our spheres of influence  

 I call for the principality of our city of refuge to be installed.  
 
Son legislate for the preparation for harvest for your areas of influence.  
 
Heavenly Court Case for the preparation for harvest  
God was both Judge and accuser  
I stood for my own life  
Later those engaging with the exchange accepted these accusations  
Are you willing to stand and accept them?  
 

 You are unprepared  

 You have not prioritised  

 You do not have enough passion for the lost  

 You are fearful to share the gospel  

 You are procrastinating over the preparation  

 You are taking months over what should be weeks and years over what 
should be months.  

 You have no urgency over the lost  

 You have traded on Apollyon’s floor and have allowed yourselves to be 
distracted from the priority of God's heart.  

 You have substituted good works for God works.  

 You have become self-satisfied with all your good works and missed the point.  

 You have not taken the eternal consequences of separation from God 
seriously.  

 You have not taken the reality of hell seriously.  

 You value worship more than salvation.  

 You have not believed that the gospel is the power of God for salvation for all 
who are lost.  

 Your mountains have not taken their responsibly for owning the exchange and 
preparing for good news to be an exchange, for freedom to be an exchange, 
for health to be an exchange, for harmony, blessing, media and enterprise to 
be places of exchange.  

 
The accusations were accepted  
The verdict was given and judgment released  
Justice enabled new legislation to be prepared  
 
I engaged the court of kings as a king and a chancellor I took my place.  
I called for a new scroll - Legislation for growth  
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 You are authorised to call in the harvest of specific people groups  

 The authorisation is released to call into the enemy’s camp to target the 
strongest most resistant opposition.  

 You are authorised and empowered to release the intense light that will turn 
the Sauls into the Pauls of the next generation.  

 You have been given the authority for each mountain to become motivated 
and empowered for the growth cycles to begin  

 You are authorised to call for a united desire for growth to develop  

 The desire will overcome all the obstacles and hindrances that have been 
delaying the harvest.  

 You are authorised to open the windows of heaven attached to each of your 
mountains and release the river of life.  

 You are authorised to employ the ordinances of heaven and assign angelic 
legions to clear the atmosphere.  

 I authorise each mountain to legislate love in its full force and power to transfer 
people out of the darkness into the kingdom of light.  

 You are authorised to use the seasons and cycles with wisdom, knowledge 
and understanding as your council.  

 You are authorised to administrate Judgement, Justice, Grace and Mercy the 
4 pillars of judicial government.  

 You are authorised to plunder Satan's trophy room for those you have been 
given responsibility for.  

 
Son legislate for the release of My heart for the lost.  

 I call for the love of God that so loved the world to be poured out into our 
hearts  

 I call for the exchange to receive the love of God for the lost to be the 
motivating force behind all that is done.  

 I call for a passion and zeal to be imparted to us  

 I call for the hindrances and shackles to be removed from our hearts.  

 Lord give us an attitude of “give us souls least we die”  

 I call for the scroll for the harvest to produce desire in our hearts.  

 I call for the river of life to be released through the everlasting doors over us.  

 I call for the king of glory to come through with salvation, healing and miracles.  

 I call you to change our hearts to feel what You feel for the lost, broken, 
hurting and separated.  

 I call for love to move us to action  

 I call for a baptism of love to change our hearts.  
 

Without love we can do nothing  
Without love all there is religious duty and obligation  
If we are to fulfil our destiny with the scroll for the Joshua Generation and the harvest 
we must be motivated by love  
 
1 Cor 13:1 If I speak with the tongues of men and of angels, but do not have love, I 
have become a noisy gong or a clanging cymbal. 2 If I have the gift of prophecy, and 
know all mysteries and all knowledge; and if I have all faith, so as to remove 
mountains, but do not have love, I am nothing. 3 And if I give all my possessions to 
feed the poor, and if I surrender my body to be burned, but do not have love, it 
profits me nothing.  
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Son you are authorised to prepare the exchange.  

 I call for the platforms of the disembarkation stations to be established.  

 I call for the passion and zeal that flows from God's heart of love to move us to 
action.  

 I call for the grace of God to equip and empower us for action  

 I call for the whole Church environment to be transformed by the love of God  

 I call for vision and strategies to be released as scrolls with heaven's 
blueprints.  

 I call for mandates for action and participation to be released from heaven.  

 I call for the weapons house to be open in preparation for an explosion of love 
bombs.  

 I call for the platform plans to be unveiled and for all those You have assigned 
to them to come forth.  

 l call for all the obstacles to faith and all the veils of blindness over the lost to 
be removed.  

 I call for the light to shine and for its intensity to pierce the darkness.  

 I release the hunter gatherer angels out into the highways and byways to 
compel the lost to come in.  

 
Luke 14:16 But He said to him, “A man was giving a big dinner, and he invited many; 
17 and at the dinner hour he sent his servant to say to those who had been invited, 
‘Come; for everything is ready now.’ 18 But they all alike began to make excuses. 
The first one said to him, ‘I have bought a piece of land and I need to go out and look 
at it; please consider me excused.’  
 
Luke 14:19 Another one said, ‘I have bought five yoke of oxen, and I am going to try 
them out; please consider me excused.’ 20 Another one said, ‘I have married a wife, 
and for that reason I cannot come 21 And the servant came back and reported this to 
his master. Then the head of the household became angry and said to his servant,  
 
Luke 14:21 ‘Go out at once into the streets and lanes of the city and bring in here the 
poor and crippled and blind and lame.’ 22 And the servant said, ‘Master, what you 
commanded has been done, and still there is room.’ 23 And the master said to the 
servant, ‘Go out into the highways and along the hedges, and compel them to come 
in, so that my house may be filled.  
 
Son let the trickle become a stream, let the stream become a tributary, let the 
tributary become a river and let the river become a raging torrent of loves life giving 
energy and power.  
 
Let your gateways be opened and your lives be the channel of My glorious love 
into the world  
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Exchange is the name God has revealed for the disembarkation stations  
As we have engaged heaven together God has revealed that we have 7 stations  
FCA, Health, Family, Ekklesia, Education, Economics, Justice  
Places where can we engage with people who are heading for destruction  
The Exchange can be a place where people experience new life for old  
The Exchange consists of disembarkation stations where people can get off the old 
train, transferring from the domain of darkness into the kingdom light  
 

 Exchanging sin for righteousness  

 Exchanging guilt, shame and condemnation for forgiveness  

 Exchanging sickness for health  

 Exchanging bondage and addiction for freedom in Christ  

 Exchanging death for abundant life  

 Exchanging futility for destiny  
 
Exchange has 7 stations - each with 7 platforms  
The central station is the Ekklesia - that means all of us  
If we do not have a heart for the lost then we will not want to be involved in helping 
people exchange their old life for a new relationship with God  
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The Ekklesia or church (that is each individual person) is in the centre and key for all 
the other stations  

 If we as individuals are not moved and motivated by God’s love everything 
else will be pointless  

 If our hearts are not filled with God’s love for the world then this will be a futile 
exercise  

 If we encounter God’s love and feel God’s heart of love for those who are 
separated from Him then we will each be and have a platform to touch a 
lost and hurting world  

 

  

  
 

 
 
When people exchange an old life for a new life or people exchange an old church 
system for a new order Ekklesia they will need reorientation  
 
When we engaged God together for revelation about the Exchange He gave us a 
strategy for belonging - becoming part of our family  
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Departure Lounge: 

 Discovering Belonging - what it means to be part of God’s family  
A place to discover who are we, what we do and how we do it  
To understand our mandate, blueprint, our vision and purpose  

 Engage Fresh Start - the basic foundations for a new intimate relationship 
with God with experiential encounters to help begin the journey on the 
heavenly pathways of relationship and responsibility  

 Introduction to ministry through a Lie Bust or court session etc.  
 

 
 
We will be looking to trial the Departure Lounge soon with those have been visiting 
us and those who have not already engaged in a belonging evening  
This will be a key aspect in helping people understand exchanging old for new to 
belong and find where they fit in our family  
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This blueprint must be practically established to both  

 equip the Joshua Generation  

 and be prepared to bring in the harvest  
We have to be shaped according to the purpose of God  
We have been called by God to be ready, but how?  
 
Practically this will mean being ready and able to disciple people in 
relationship  
This has to be able to be replicable  
We asked God How?  
He said look at how I form everything – fractal patterns likes ferns and fronds  
He said I have shown you already  
 
 

 
 
 

 God brought order to a potential rabble of slaves who came out of Egypt  

 He formed them into Families, Clans and Tribes  

 God gave them order and restored their identity and purpose  

 There was a pattern to how the tribes of God’s people were set out it is also 
the same for the new Jerusalem  
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Assign each person to a “life carriage” = a SEE group to engage the equipping track 
relationally and to become fruitful, equipped to multiple, subdue and rule  
 
The purpose of the SEE groups is  

 supernatural equipping,  

 to discover destiny  

 and experience God’s vision and values  
 

 Live in and out the manifest presence of God in dual realms of heaven and 
earth  

 Find and fulfil our destiny  

 To be free – To See, Know, Be, Do, Go  

 To be the Joshua Generation and disciple the harvest that is coming  

 To freely give away by equipping and discipling others  

 To be the basic family units of each tribe  

 To replicate ourselves into clans  

 To replicate benches 3, 7 and 12  

 Equipping us to be God’s sons in relationship and able to take responsibility 
for creation  

 
We are inviting you all to participate in these SEE groups or Life Carriages  
To be part of the Joshua Generation here and be ready for the harvest  

 In the future anyone wishing to belong to Freedom will be part of a group 
and be on the equipping track  
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Each group will need facilitating  
 

 We are looking for 3 people to facilitate each SEE group, but there will be 
equipping and support.  

 
We are looking to have 4 groups of up to 12 people to begin with.  
Eventually there will be 12 family groups that will multiply to become clans and tribes.  
 

 
 

 
 

 If you are willing help facilitate these groups please let the Bench of 7 know  

 If you wish to be part of a SEE group please let the Bench of 7 know  
 

Our desire and hope is that everyone would want to be a living stone in the blueprint 
that God has given us  
It is not mandatory for those who are existing members but we hope you will want to 
be involved in developing a deeper relationship with God and each other  
We hope that you will want to freely give away what you have freely received  
 
This is our blueprint for our Ekklesia but there are heavenly scrolls with a blueprint for 
every expression of Ekklesia worldwide 
Those scrolls are ready to be released to anyone who is willing to accept the call to 
become part of the Joshua Joseph generation for their town, city or area.  
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If we are to legislate God’s kingdom on earth as it is in heaven in 
righteousness we must encounter His love  
 

 God is love His love is eternal  

 Everything in the kingdom is about love  

 Let’s really engage with love today  

 Let God’s love transform us  
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